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How to grow 
heading chicories
There’s a lot more than just radicchio
By Josh Volk

Market growers have been adding 
radicchio and frisée to baby lettuce 
mixes for many years to add color and 
texture to salad mixes. More recently 
I’ve been seeing increased interest in 
full head production for these two 
members of the Cichorium genus. 
(Some pronuciation tips here - “c” 
when following “i” in Italian is usual-
ly pronounced like the “ch” in cheese, 
and counter intuitively to an English 
speaker “ch” followed by “o” is usu-
ally pronounced like the “c” in corn, 
“cch” is like the k in key.) Chicory (an 
English word, with standard English 
pronunciation rules) usually refers 
specifically to Cichorium intybus, the 
species that includes radicchio, sugar-
loaf, Belgian endive, as well as many 
others, but not frisée, escarole, or oth-
ers of the Cichorium endivia species, 
the other main culinary species. Out 
of laziness, but also common produc-
tion characteristics and common ge-
nus, I use the English term chicory to 
refer to all of the Cichorium species.

Chicories are in the family As-
teraceae, which means they’re related 
to lettuce, as well as sunflowers. And 
chicories broadly share some produc-
tion characteristics with lettuce, as 
well as some marketing and culinary 
niches. As I’ve gotten to know them 
better I’ve begun to realize how much 
broader their application is than that 
of lettuce, and I now see them as very 
complementary to lettuce production 
in terms of their seasonality here in 
the Northwest. From a field produc-
tion standpoint, I slot chicories in the 

opposite season from lettuce. Being 
in the Northwest, with cool summers 
and cold, but only intermittently 
freezing winters, lettuce gives good 
harvests for me from mid-spring, 
through early-fall. Chicories start to 
come into their peak flavor as tem-
peratures drop in the fall, and they 
are more hearty than lettuce, surviv-
ing occasional freezes well, and in fact 
sweetening over the course of winter. 
They also hold well in the cooler, 
much better than lettuce, especially 
when harvested slightly immature 
with an inch of root attached.

In their simplest form culinarily, 
they make excellent salads, but un-
like lettuce they also hold up well to 
a variety of cooking methods, roast-
ing being one of my favorites. There 
is great variation between varieties 
and different types, but all have some 
level of “bitterness” and “sweetness,” 
and the balance of the two can swing 
widely depending on the production 
method - especially influenced by 
temperatures during the harvesting 
season, and stresses on the plants.

Before 2004 I had grown a little 
radicchio and frisée, mostly not very 
well and then a fellow farmer intro-
duced me to escarole - the gateway 
chicory. 

Escarole is the most similar to let-
tuce in appearance and flavor, and in 
production. When I first started grow-
ing it I had a tough time finding more 
than one or two varieties, but now it’s 
possible to find at least a half dozen 
easily, and more if you look harder. 
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Reflecting on a year of editing, 
and 25 years of GFM

I’d like to tell you about a new virtual conference tak-
ing place this winter specifically to help small farms with 
marketing. With more than 25 speakers over five days, 
there will be a lot of angles covered. As one of the speak-
ers I will be presenting the marketing ideas from my new 
book, which will be available in February 2017 from Chel-
sea Green Publishing called The Greenhouse and Hoop-
house Grower’s Handbook: Organic Vegetable Production 
Using Protected Culture.

The motivation behind a virtual conference is that 
there are already a lot of great winter conferences, and 
more growers can participate if they don’t all have to travel 
to the same location. I know that is the case for me as both 
a speaker and virtual attendee- I will be able to present 
and watch others’ talks from the comfort of my own farm. 
And speaking as a person who has had a Facebook page 
for less than a year (I only got one when I needed to be-
come the administrator for the GFM Facebook page), I 
am definitely going to be tuning in for some of the social 
media marketing talks.

If you want to watch the conference live it is free. There 
are other paid options to access the content after the fact. 
There’s more to this conference than I could possibly do 
justice to here. See the ad on page 7 of this magazine, and 
head over to stateofthesoil.com for more details.

This November/December magazine is the last issue 
of my first year editing Growing for Market. It also marks 
the final issue of our 25th year of publication. For me the 
time has flown by. Learning how to run the magazine has 
kept me even busier than when I was working off-farm 
full-time and farming. Plus I was busy editing my new 
book, which will be out in February, at the same time. 
(See p. 14 for details about the book.) Luckily I had GFM 
founder Lynn Byczynski’s gracious help in getting up to 
speed on the magazine.

In addition to being able to work from my farm and 
spend more time with my family, one great thing about 
the job is that I have been able to connect with so many 
subscribers. Lynn built a great community in GFM, and 
a year later I still feel honored by the opportunity to stew-
ard it into the future.

Coming through this farming season and political 
season caused me to reflect upon how important what we 
are doing is. The desire to have a safe, healthy food and 
agricultural system is something everyone can relate to. 
Thank you for helping make that happen. 

By the time the next magazine comes out on January 1, 
it will be winter. Until then, I wish you a warm end to fall 
and a happy holiday season!

Andrew Mefferd
Editor

New State of the Soil
virtual marketing conference
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Chicory
continued from page 1
There are variations in leaf size and 
shape and how upright the plants are, 
as well as how cold hardy they are, but 
generally escaroles look like a large 
head of green leaf lettuce and can be 
grown on similar spacing, tending to 
like a bit more room than leaf lettuce. 
I plant mine on pretty tight spacing, 
typically about 12”x12”, but for larger 
heads, and larger varieties, you might 
go as far apart as 18”x24” or wider. 
For me, escarole and other chicories 
follow lettuce, which I grow in the 
summer and early fall. I expect to do 
my first harvests in mid-October, just 
as my lettuce harvests are wrapping 

up. The weather is cooling down at 
that point and my experience is that 
harvesting any chicory in warmer 
weather increases the amount of bit-
terness. Escaroles can be very bitter 
in bad conditions (just as lettuces can 
be), but in the best conditions there is 
just a faint hint of bitter behind a lot 
of sweetness. My real revelation with 
Escarole was on a trip to northern 
Italy in November of 2006. Staying 
at a small vineyard outside of Sienna 
I had a very simple salad with esca-
role cut into fine ribbons dressed with 
a bit of lemon, freshly pressed olive 
oil and salt - still the best preparation 
I’ve had anywhere. One trick with 
the chicories to reduce the bitter and 
increase the sweetness and crunch in 

salads is to soak the leaves (cut or not) 
in ice water (or just cold water) for at 
least 10-20 minutes before dressing or 
cooking. Any cooking will also help 
reduce bitterness, but at some point 
you may come to enjoy and even crave 
the slight bitterness (or at least I do in 
the winter).

I grow escarole from transplants, 
similarly to lettuce. In Italy chico-
ries are grown both from transplants 
and are direct seeded, depending on 
grower preference. Some people be-
lieve the direct seeded plants to be 
more cold hardy, and that’s likely 
true. I was told while I was in Italy 
that it is very important to not let 
the transplants get too big - only 3-4 
weeks in seed flats. The plants can be 
quite small at that point, but they will 
take off once they get into the ground. 
This year I planted some that had 
leaves hardly 1/4” across with just a 
few long trailing roots and a month 
later they are big beautiful plants. For 
mid October harvests I seed all chico-
ries in late June or early July, and for 
later harvests I’ll seed as late as mid-
July, planting into mid August.

I know some growers who plant 
many successions and successfully 
(more or less) grow chicories through 
the summer and most of the winter. 
Chicories in general are prone to not 
only bitterness, but also bolting when 
the weather is warmer. Their more 
wild (than lettuce) tendencies show 
through in this weather, giving very 
uneven maturity and harvests when 
they are grown in less than optimal 
conditions. For the best results in 
warmer spring and early fall condi-

Above lef t ,  a planting of escarole shows the t ypical appearance that is similar to a looseleaf head of let tuce. Above right, this 
planting of the frisée variet y Bellesque shows how much more frilly it is than escarole. All  photos by Josh Volk .
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tions, varieties that are faster to maturity (55-80 days) are 
the best choice. 

These growing guidelines work pretty well for most of 
the chicories in my experience, not just escarole. Below are 
a few notes on other common and less-common types that 
I’ve grown.

Frisée - I grow this very similarly to escarole. The 
blanched hearts of these heads are the real culinary treat 
and to blanch the heads there are numerous approaches 
possible. I’ve experimented with using a rubber band 
and tying the heads up about 5 days in advance of har-
vest, putting opaque plates on top of heads 5 days before 
harvest, and storing harvested heads in dark, but not cold 
conditions for 5 days after harvesting, before distributing. 
All of these work and each has its own issues. A lot of the 
modern varieties are somewhat self blanching, and I’ve 
mostly given up on the above methods, instead crowding 
the plants a bit so as they get large they push each other up, 
increasing the self blanching. This isn’t perfect, but it’s a 
lot less labor and space than the other methods.

Radicchio - There are two main types: Chioggia 
(round and red), and Treviso (oblong and red). The Chi-
oggia is sometimes found in green, or speckled versions 
as well. I’m going to lump a few other types in here that 
don’t strictly belong, but are so similar that I hope the pur-
ists will forgive me. Both Chioggia and Treviso types are 
very recognizable, even here in the US, with pure white 
ribs and dark red to almost purple leaves. There are va-
rieties of varying days to maturity from 55-130, allowing 
one to make a single planting and harvest over the course 
of many months (although that range of varieties is hard to 
find here in the US). The longer maturing varieties tend to 

be more cold tolerant, the shorter maturing more heat tol-
erant. There are also green varieties, and both Castelfran-
co and Lusia types are very similar to the red radicchio, 
but are green and red speckled. All of these start with a 
leaf shape and coloring that is nothing like the heads they 
will ultimately make, similar in some ways to butter let-
tuce, or cabbage.

Sugarloaf (Pan di Zucchero) - This is a heading type 
similar in some ways to treviso radicchio, but light green 
and much, much larger, sometimes the size of a large ba-
guette. It is one of the sweetest, least bitter chicories, and 
also least cold hardy. It’s great raw, but it’s also wonderful 
split in half longwise, drizzled with oil and salt and roast-
ed or grilled.

Catalogna and Puntarelle - I lump these two together 
because they are basically two types of the same plant. 
Catalogna is harvested for the leaves and there are differ-
ent leaf shapes, but basically this looks a lot like dandelion 
(a close relative). This is one of the more cold tolerant, and 
more bitter of the chicories, but it’s ribs can also be quite 
sweet and it is great in soups and stews, or just cooked on 
its own and dressed with a strongly sweet or salty dressing 
(think along the lines of a fig vinaigrette or anchovy dress-
ing - these are also good on other chicories). Puntarelle is 
a type of Catalogna that is used for its flower stalks and is 
harvested at a very particular stage and prepared in a very 
particular way. It is typical of the region around Rome and 
grows best in similar conditions, but I see more folks suc-
ceeding with it here in the northwest so apparently it can 
be grown other places (I haven’t grown it successfully, it is 
very finicky).

continued on the next page
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Belgian Endive (Witloof) - This 
is a forcing chicory, meaning the 
roots are harvested, put into storage, 
and then warmed up to force leaves 
to grow in the dark, forming a tight, 
very pale head of leaves. I’ve had lim-
ited success with this one, and the 
seeding date needs to be earlier than 
other chicories in order to get a large 
root for harvest before the ground 
freezes. It also requires a warm, com-
pletely dark space where you can force 
the roots in the winter.

Tardivo - Similar to Belgian en-
dive, this is one that is traditionally 
a forcing chicory, although it’s not 
harvested quite the same way. I’ve 
had limited success with this one, but 
I know a handful of growers who are 
making it work here in the US, and 
are growing beautiful heads. Look up 
“radicchio di treviso rosso tardivo” on 
Youtube if you want to see a great pro-
motional video about production in 
Italy. Some growers are forgoing the 
forcing and just growing and harvest-
ing it in the winter here in the North-
west. It has long strap leaves and has 
looser heads than other radicchios.

Grumolo - This is a type that 
produces florets. I’ve trialed it a few 
times, but with limited yields. It’s one 
of the more bitter types in my experi-
ence, but it is both beautiful and cold 
tolerant.

A few final notes
When harvesting chicories you’ll 

find that the cutting point is tighter 
than for lettuce, meaning if you cut 
too high the heads will fall apart, but 
if you cut too low you’ll end up with 
a lot of root. Nearly all of the types 
have many outer leaves that are best 
discarded due to toughness and bit-
terness. The hearts are the real treat, 
and the hearts can be big when grown 
well. 

The biggest pest problem I have 
by far is voles. Deer come in a close 
second. The roots and hearts of these 
plants are like candy to them when 
it gets cold, and for good reason (the 
roots are actually very tasty roasted). 
I’ve had no problems with insect 
pests, and no more trouble with slugs 
than with any other crop. Rot can be 
a bit of an issue later in winter in our 
cold, wet conditions, but it usually 

works from the outside in, and leaves 
the heart untouched. I’ve harvested 
the most beautiful heads of radicchio 
out of what looked like a pile of slimy 
goo (not recommended - just saying 
it’s possible).

Chicories are a great crop, espe-
cially in the colder months. As de-
mand grows I hope to see more va-
riety availability, similar to what I’ve 
seen in Europe.

Josh Volk farms in Portland, Oregon, 
and does consulting and education 
under the name Slow Hand Farm. He 
is the author of the new book Compact 
Farms from Storey Press, available 
February 2017. He can be found at 
SlowHandFarm.com

Below lef t ,  a mature head of Chioggia radicchio with the outer leaves pushed back 
to reveal the tight head, to the right it is cut open to show the interior color.  Below 
right, a f ield of Treviso radicchio in Chioggia, Italy with a few other vegetables for 
the farmer (and to give a sense of scale) .

Josh Volk ’s new book, Compac t Farms: 15 
Proven Plans for Market Farms On 5 Acres 
or Less is available for preorder from 
growing formarket .com. 

Chicory
continued from page 5
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By Mark Lieberth

I enjoy the side projects on our 
farm in which I learn a new and un-
expected skill. The most interesting 
and satisfying thus far was the time 
my wife and I hired a sawyer with a 
portable mill and made our own lum-
ber. 

Milling our own lumber all started 
with a need to expand one of our fields. 
The area we were expanding into was 
wooded. What were we going to do 
with the trees once they were cut? We 
had plenty of firewood already. We 
tried to contact a commercial logger, 
who laughed at our half-acre project. 
The idea of cutting these trees and 
burning them or leaving them to rot 
was not an option. That’s when we 
hit upon a great solution. On one of 
our evening walks, my wife and I ran 
into a neighbor who is a carpenter and 
suggested we mill our own lumber. 
We always need lumber for projects 
around the farm. I like woodworking. 
This seemed like a great option. 

You don’t have to have a clearing 
project to benefit from milling your 
own lumber. Timber is a renewable 
resource and it may be time to thin 
your woodlot. Wind blown trees 
from a summer storm or trees with ice 
damage from winter weather can also 
be sources of valuable timber that can 
be turned into lumber. 

Farms have been milling their 
own lumber for centuries. The rise in 
popularity of portable saw mills has 
made it more accessible recently. Por-
table saw mills come in many sizes, 
styles and are manufactured by sev-
eral companies. A portable saw mill 
is a horizontally mounted gasoline (or 
diesel) powered band saw that slides 
on a track. They are either disas-

Mill logs into lumber 
on your own farm

sembled and reassembled on site, or 
are attached to a trailer and moved by 
truck. They are expensive and gener-
ally not something that can be rented. 

It takes a lot of skill and practice 
to operate a mill and cut lumber. 
Operation of the mill is an aspect of 
this project that is not a do-it-yourself 
task. We hired a local sawyer. We 
found our sawyer through a neigh-
bor, although they can also be found 
online or through your local arborist 
community. Wood Mizer, a manu-
facturer of portable mills, also has a 
“sawyer finder” page on its web site. 
A search of this site yielded 36 saw-
yers in Virginia where we are, and 
several who are close to our farm. 

The basic steps of milling lumber 
from start to finish are:

•	 Have a specific farm project 
that requires lumber; OR

•	 Have a tree that needs to be 
cut down

•	 Make a list of the size boards 
you want

•	 Decide how you want the lum-
ber cut

•	 Cut the tree or trees down
•	 Create a staging area
•	 Move trees to the staging area
•	 Mill the lumber
•	 Use the lumber right away or 

stack for future use. 

When we started clearing, we first 
identified trees we wanted to save and 
use for lumber. Not all trees are suit-
able. Trees must be at least 12” in di-
ameter, straight for at least 8’ and free 
of branches. Larger diameter, taller 
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and straighter trees will yield more 
lumber. Live disease and pest free 
trees are best. If a tree is dead it may 
or may not be worth milling based on 
condition. That is a judgment call you 
can make once you cut it down. 

Your desire for lumber may start 
with a specific project; building a new 
barn, packing shed or fencing instal-
lation. It is also possible that your 
lumber may be a marketable product. 
Many woodworkers are looking for a 
special piece of lumber. A Craigslist 
search in our area found a few folks 
selling rough-cut lumber. 

Like most farm jobs, this one 
starts with planning. For a specific 
construction project, you will need 
a cut list or materials list of lumber 
sizes you need based on your project. 
Building a fence would require cut-
ting boards 16’ long, 1” thick and 6” 
to 8” wide. If you are building a struc-
ture you may need 6”x6” posts or 
2”x4” framing lumber. You will need 
to know not just the size of the lum-
ber, but also an approximate count of 

how many boards you will need. 
After making a list of boards need-

ed, you have to decide how the logs 
are cut. The three basic saw cuts are 
through sawn, flat sawn (also called 
plain sawn), and quarter sawn. Each 
has advantages in certain situations. 
Through sawing is the fastest, but re-
quires the edges to be squared later. 
For the more advanced woodworker 
or serious wood aficionado quarter 
sawing produces the highest quality 
lumber. Flat sawing is quick, efficient, 
and produces lumber ready for use, so 
for the vast majority of farm work, flat 
sawing is probably best.

If flat sawing, (or through sawing) 
you can choose between a live edge 
and a square edge. A live edge main-
tains the tree bark on one edge and 
looks really cool when used for furni-
ture and barn siding. A square edge 
removes the bark and will look like 
standard commercial lumber.  For 
most farm work, a square edge is best. 

It’s important to note that the 
lumber you make is great for farm 

projects like fencing, general use, 
and woodworking; however, you 
should check local codes before using 
it to build a barn or structure. This 
lumber is not suitable for structural 
framing in residential construction, 
per the International Building Code, 
IBC 2015. Many state governments 
exempt agricultural buildings from 
IBC, but the exemption varies from 
state to state and is based on use of the 
structure. In Virginia where we live, 
agricultural buildings like an equip-
ment storage barn or packing shed 
are exempt from IBC, so farm-made 
lumber can be used in their construc-
tion. 

“Sawn lumber for load support-
ing purposes shall be identified by 
the grade mark of a lumber grading 
or inspection agency that has been 
approved by an accreditation agency 
that complies with DOC PS 20 or 
equivalent,” says the IBC.

Now it is time to do the dirty work; 
time to cut down the trees. If you do 

continued on the next page

www.adaptiveseeds.com
25079 Brush Creek Rd., Sweet Home, OR 97386

Pacific Northwest grown, 
open pollinated, & organic seed.

Request a 2017 Catalog today:
adaptiveseeds.com/catalog-request

FREE shipping on

US orders over $50!
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Extend your growing season 
with our affordable 

Caterpillar Tunnels!

$1,250
starting at

Extend your growing season 
with our affordable 

Caterpillar Tunnels!

$1,250
starting at

FA R M E R S F R I E N D L LC . C O M    •    9 3 1 . 5 8 3 . 0 3 9 7

CHECK OUT OUR GROWING SELECTION OF QUALITY TOOLS AND SUPPLIES.

not feel comfortable felling large trees or do not have a saw 
with a long enough bar to cut the trees you have, an arbor-
ist will certainly be happy to help. Safety is key, as this 
step can be dangerous. When cutting the tree down, cut 
as close to the ground as possible to maximize the length 
of the log. 

After the tree is on the ground, saw out the longest, 

straightest log possible free of large branches. Many por-
table saw mills can handle logs twenty feet long, some 
longer. Check with your sawyer and ask their mill’s maxi-
mum length. Always cut the log a little long. If you want 
10’ long lumber, cut the log six inches longer (or more) to 
give you extra length to work with. Any part of the tree not 
used for lumber is great firewood. 

After cutting the logs to size, it is time to move them 
to a central staging area. Setting up the mill takes a little 
time and it is much easier to move the logs to the mill than 
the other way around. What makes the ideal staging spot 
for the logs? The spot you pick will need to be accessible 
by truck and relatively flat so the trailer sits level. An-
other finer point, the preferred spot for the logs should be 
slightly uphill from the mill location. Gravity will be your 
friend as you load the logs on the mill. 

After selecting the staging area, the logs need to be 
moved. A tractor can do this job and even a small trac-
tor will work. We have a small, nineteen horsepower four 
wheel-drive Yanmar with a front loader, and had no prob-
lem moving most of the logs. Hitch a heavy duty logging 
chain around the log about two to three feet from the end 
closest to the tractor and to the lowest point on the trac-
tor. The pulling angle should be kept low to avoid flipping 
the tractor over, a very dangerous and often fatal problem. 
The front-end loader on our tractor helped, because ad-
ditional weight in front counteracts the weight of the load 
being pulled. Our tractor pulled all but the largest and 
longest logs. A few of the logs it would not budge. I simply 
cut them to a shorter length that could be pulled by our 
tractor. As with felling trees, moving logs is a potentially 
dangerous operation and you should seek help if you are 
not comfortable operating the tractor. For more on safely 
skidding logs, information from Penn State Co-operative 
Extension can be found here: http://tinyurl.com/zonm8yr

In moving the logs, I made a small rookie mistake. We 

Logs to lumber
continued from page 9

Above lef t ,  a board is sawn from a log on the author ’s farm with a por table sawmill .  Above right, a closeup of the blade running 
horizontally,  cut ting a board from the top of the log. All  images cour tesy of Mark Lieber th.
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continued on the next page

had several species of trees that we cut: ash, cherry, pine 
and poplar. I moved the logs as I came upon them and 
that led to the species being mixed up in the staging area. 
I stacked the lumber to dry as it came off the mill and now 
the different species are mixed in the stack of boards. I 
could have sorted it prior to stacking, but the mill was sur-
prisingly fast, and tough to keep pace with (think Lucille 
Ball and the chocolate candy conveyor belt). In hindsight, 
I would have much preferred to have each individual spe-
cies grouped together prior to milling. 

A simple explanation of the milling process is as fol-
lows. Once the mill is moved into place and set up, the 
sawyer will roll a log onto the mill. This is either done 
manually, or with a hydraulic lift attached to the mill. The 
sawyer will position the log on the track in such a manner 
to get the most lumber out of the log. Assuming you want 
flat sawn, square edged lumber, the sawyer will first cut 
the top off the log and make it flat. They will then rotate 
the log ninety degrees and make that side flat. They will 
do this two more times, until they make a square from the 
circular log. The first four pieces of wood cut to make the 
log square are waste. From the square log the sawyer will 
cut the usable lumber from your cut list.

In addition to lumber, the milling process will produce 
waste wood and saw dust. There is a surprising amount of 
each. Having an area for these byproducts as they come off 
the mill is important. The waste wood should be stacked 
off to the side and out of the way. It makes great kindling 

and firewood. If you plan on growing anything in the area 
of the mill, it is best to remove the sawdust since the de-
composition of wood ties up nitrogen in the soil. We put 
5-gallon buckets under the mill’s sawdust discharge and 
carried the sawdust off the field. 

The lumber should be stored under cover if possible 
and left to dry. We used a back portion of our barn. If 
your barn is too messy or there is no unused corner, a spot 
outside will work. If storing the lumber outside, put some 
concrete blocks down first to keep the wood off of the 

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR FARM

SIGN UP FOR A FREE SOFTWARE DEMO AT
WWW.FARMERSWEB.COM

The author ’s staging area, where logs are gathered close to 
the mill  for quick sawing.
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Logs to lumber
continued from page 11

ground and promote air circulation. 
The blocks should be level front to 
back and across the length. 

Ideally, the lumber would be 
stacked and air-dried to lower the 
moisture content. Have the sawyer 
first cut stickers, or one inch by one 
inch sticks of wood used to stack the 
lumber. After the stickers are cut, 
begin to build up layers, placing the 
boards side by side with an inch gap 
between them several boards wide 
as the space will allow. Then place 
the stickers at ninety degrees angles 
across the boards about two feet 
apart. This will create an air gap be-
tween layers. Continue the process of 
alternating boards and stickers until 
all the lumber is cut. If your stack is 
outside, cover it with a tarp, roofing 
tin or tarpaper (something water-
proof) so that no rain or snow comes 
in from the top. 

As the lumber is cut, it could be 
used right away for projects. If the 
lumber is used right off the mill, it 
will contain a lot of water and will 
be “green” just like unseasoned fire-
wood. Keep in mind that green lum-
ber will shrink as it dries. Watch the 
saw blade as does its work. You can 
sometimes see water being forced out 
of the log by the blade. 

Internet sources vary widely on 
how long to wait until the wood is 
dry. Opinions range from months to 
years. The goal for air-dried lumber 
is 12%-15% moisture content, which 
is only measureable with a special 
moisture meter. From a practical 
standpoint, dry your lumber as long 
as you dry firewood. Drying time will 
vary for different regions of the coun-
try depending on how humid or rainy 
they are. 

There is a third option in addition 
to using green lumber or air-drying, 
which is kiln drying. This process us-
ing heat and fans will remove mois-
ture from the wood. The lumber will 
be very dry, approximately 6%-9% 

moisture content, similar to com-
mercially available lumber. There are 
plans on the Internet for solar kilns 
and there are commercial kilns that 
will rent space, however, this step is 
really only necessary for furniture 
quality lumber which requires a lower 
moisture content. 

To continue with our farm’s exam-
ple, in total we cut about fifteen hun-
dred (1500) board feet of lumber and 
our sawyer charged $400. I had an ar-
borist help cut a tree down that I did 
not feel comfortable cutting myself. 

Supplies for Small Growers
SEED STARTING - Pots Trays Inserts Plug Trays

Labels - large variety size, color & shape of blank plant pot & row markers
Weed control, fertilizer, tapes & ties, watering, and more.

http://AAAmercantile.com
http://www.amazon.com/shops/AAAmercantile

http://stores.ebay.com/AAA-Mercantile

Enter coupon code GFMARKET for a 15% discount for a limited time at AAAmercantile.com

The arborist charged $50. In total, 
we had $450 dollars in expenses. Our 
1500 board feet cost about 30 cents a 
board foot. If you add in my time at 
$20 an hour, and estimate 8 hours to 
cut and move, and 8 hours staking 
the lumber, the cost of the lumber is a 
very reasonable 51 cents a board foot. 

As a comparison, on Craigslist in 
our area, I found one source selling 
rough-cut poplar for $1.30 per board 
foot, two and a half times our cost. At 
the lumberyard, poplar can be $3 or 
more a board foot. Poplar is a lower 
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THE INDISPENSABLE   
TRACTOR FOR THE 

SMALL-SCALE FARM:  
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— All Gear/shaft driven 
— Automotive clutch 
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— Full parts support 

Walk-behind tractor 
With haybaler 

North America’s  largest 
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Farming Equipment 

Walk-behind tractor 
with Rotary Plow 

Earth Tools Inc.   1525 Kays Branch Rd.   Owenton, KY 40359 
www.earthtools.com        502-484-3988 

Walk-behind tractor 
with Power Harrow 

NATIONWIDE SHIPPING!! 

ALSO: Your Source for Professional Garden tools! 

priced wood, too. The cherry and ash 
would cost many times more if pur-
chased. 

So far I have used the lumber for 
a small greenhouse, high tunnel end 
walls, a play fort, custom trim for our 
house, and some of our bedroom fur-

niture. We still have a lot of wood left 
for future projects.

 
Overall, this project has been a 

huge success for our farm. It used 
the logs we cleared and made a use-
ful product at a cost significantly less 
than market rate. I highly recommend 
it for anyone who has trees on their 
property and is planning to build a 
small farm structure. I also had a lot 
of fun, and learned a new skill I never 
saw myself doing.

Mark Lieberth, alongside his wife 
Steph Meyers, own New Branch 
Farm in Charlottesville, Virginia. 
He is head carpenter, chief mechanic 
and jack-of-all-trades while his wife 
handles all farm production. Profes-
sionally he works off farm as a land-
scape architect.

Finished lumber stacked in the author ’s 
barn. Note how one inch “stickers” are 
placed evenly bet ween each layer of 
boards for air f low. If  no covered area is 
available, lumber can be stacked like this 
outside as long as it is covered. Photo by 
Mark Lieber th.
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New books available from GFM
Many new farming books are 
scheduled for publication in 
late 2016 and early 2017. 
Here are the best of them.

Compact Farms : 15 Proven Pl ans 
for Market Farms on 5 Acres or 
Less by Josh Volk
GFM writer Josh Volk will  show 
you how to be ef f icient and do a 
lot with a small area. Par ticularly 
useful for those tr ying to earn a 
livelihood on a small acreage, and 
urban farmers who are space lim-
ited. Includes prof iles of succcess-
ful small-scale growers. Preorder 
for $19.95 , ships Feb. 2017.

The Farmers Market Cookbook
The Ultimate Guide to Enjoying 
Fresh, Local, Seasonal Produce 
by Julia Shanks & Bret t 
Grohsgal
THE user’s manual for seasonal 
produce with sec tions on eating 
seasonally,  produce descriptions, 
and storage tips in addition to 
recipes. An update on an old fa-
vorite. See the review on page 20 
of this magazine. $29.95

The Urban Farmer
Growing Food for Profit on 
Leased and Borrowed L and 
by Curtis Stone
The author runs an urban farm 
in Kelowna, British Columbia. 
This book is his blueprint 
for a successful urban farm 
business. Covers ever y aspec t 
of growing food in an urban 
area, including how to gain 
access to usable land. As the 
author points out, there are 40 
million acres of lawns in Nor th 
America. Go dig em up ! $29.95

The Farmer’s Office :
Tools, Tips and Templ ates 
to Successfully Manage a 
Growing Farm Business by 
Julia Shanks
Whether you use Quickbooks, 
spreadsheets or pencil  and pa-
per, this book can help you im-
prove your recordkeeping, and 
comprehend f inancial repor ts 
and why they are impor tant. 
Read the full  review in the Sep-
tember 2016 GFM. $24 .95

Miraculous Abundance
One Quarter Acre, Two French 
Farmers, and Enough Food to 
Feed the World by Perrine and 
Charles Hervé- Gruyer
This is the stor y of two French 
farmers who set out to see how 
much food they could grow, and 
whether they could suppor t them-
selves solely through farming on a 
quar ter acre. Their farm has since 
become a celebrated model of in-
novative, ecological agriculture in 
Europe. Read the full  review in the 
Oc tober 2016 GFM. $24 .95

The Bio-Integrated Farm :
A Revolutionary Permaculture-
Based System Using 
Greenhouses, Ponds, Compost 
Piles, Aquaponics, Chickens, and 
More by Shawn and Stephanie 
Jadrnicek
This book is ex tremely prac ti-
cal.  The author uses a unique 
permaculture-based system to tie 
the physical elements of farms 
together and make them more 
ef f icient by harnessing the free 
powers of nature through design. 
Read the full  review in the Oc to-
ber 2016 GFM. $39.95

The Independent Farmstead :
Growing Soil , Biodiversit y, 
and Nutrient-Dense Food 
with Grassfed Animals and 
Intensive Pasture Management 
by Beth and Shawn Doughert y
Anyone interested in 
incorporating animals into their 
farm and minimizing of f-farm 
inputs should read this book. 
Not just for homesteaders, it 
shows how to make the most 
of your resources, feed animals 
from your farm as much as 
possible and minimize purchased 
feed. $34 .95

The Greenhouse and 
Hoophouse Grower’s 
Handbook: Organic Vegetable 
Production Using Protected 
Culture by Andrew Mefferd
Ever y year,  more growers are 
turning to protec ted culture to 
deal with unpredic table weather 
and to meet out-of-season de-
mand, but many end up wasting 
time and money on unprof it-
able crops grown in ways that 
don’ t make the most of precious 
greenhouse space. With chapters 
on temperature control,  crop 
steering, pruning and trellising, 
graf ting, and more. Preorder for 
$39.95 , ships Feb. 2017.
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More books, more details at growingformarket.com

Subscribers get 20% off all books. Here’s how to get the discount
If you’re an Online Member already, log in before you visit the store. If you’re a print member, go to www.growingformarket.
com and find the Member Login box on the home page. Enter the words print and member in the two fields. Once you 
see the page that says “You’re logged in!”, click on the store in the left column. You should see the regular prices crossed 
out with the discounted prices above. If you don’t, start over -- or just give us a call and order by phone 207-474-5518 / 
800-307-8949.
Order by mail: Send a check to GFM, PO Box 75, Skowhegan, Maine 04976. Include $5 shipping for the first book plus $1 
for each additional book.

Books for cut flower growers

Books for the next generation

The Wreath Recipe Book and The Flower Recipe Book 
by Alethea Harampolis and Jill Rizzo
By the designers at Studio Choo, each book has 100 
“recipes” for either wreaths or arrangements. Both 
books are seasonal,  so the wreaths aren’ t just for win-
ter.  Follow their direc tions or use them as a star ting 
point for your own. $24 .95 each.

Flowers A to Z : Buying, 
Growing, Cut ting, Arranging 
- A Beautiful Reference Guide 
to Selecting and Caring for 
the Best from Florist and 
Garden by Cecelia Heffernan
This reference guide has an al-
phabetical listing of blooms of 
interest to cut f lower growers 
along with relevant informa-
tion such as available colors, 
vase life,  and basics of cut 
f lower handling and arranging. 
As beautiful as it is useful with  
brilliant photography. $30

Floret Farm’s Cut Flower 
Garden : Grow, Harvest, and 
Arrange Stunning Seasonal 
Blooms by Erin Benzakein
I  was luck y enough to see an 
advance copy of Erin’s new 
book. The f irst par t looks at 
her methods for growing and 
har vesting, while the second 
par t has arrangements you can 
make by season. All  illustrated 
with the gorgeous photography 
you would expec t from Floret. 
Preorder for $29.95 , ships Feb. 
2017.

Deadhead : The Bindweed Way 
to Grow Flowers by Jeriann 
Sabin and R alph Thurston
The authors, veteran f lower 
growers from Idaho, talk both 
about how they grow f lowers 
and the business of farming. An 
enter taining read. See the ex-
cerpt in the May 2016 GFM. $19

The Flower Farmer’s Year : 
How to Grow Cut Flowers 
for Pleasure and Profit by 
Georgie Newbery
This well-writ ten book takes 
you through a year on the 
author’s farm. Par ticularly 
helpful with planning for 
beginners as well as those 
already growing. $39.99

My mother being a children’s librarian is no doubt one 
of the reasons I ’m so fond of children’s books. Bet ween 
having been read to and reading books to my own kids, 
I  have had lots of time to consider children’s literature.
I  chose just a few favorites that have to do with market 
farming or growing in general.  They have been careful-
ly tested by reading them to my own children. Whether 
you want to tell  relatives or your own kids about what 
goes on at your farm, these books are a great way to 
talk with kids about what you do. See reviews online or 
call  800 -307-8949.
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Order now for 
introductory pricing on 
the Oggún tractor at 
$10,000 until March 2017. 
Regular price $12,500

By Eric & Joanna Reuter

Market farmers benefit from the ability to anticipate 
and manage weather conditions. Here in Missouri, we 
experience extremely variable weather, from single-dig-
it winters to triple-digit summers, punishing drought 
to drenching rain, and a wide array of damaging severe 
weather. Our farm’s need to mitigate the Midwest’s me-
teorological whiplash led us to develop a toolkit of online 
resources and analytical skills that help us to better under-
stand and anticipate the weather conditions we face. 

 There are as many opinions about weather information 
sources as there are interpretations of a forecast. The inter-
net presents a plethora of colorful maps, animations, and 
features to attract weather buffs, but not all are truly use-
ful for farmers. We’ve come to rely heavily on the various 
forecast products and datasets managed by the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and 
its partners and sub-organizations, such as the National 
Weather Service (NWS). While there are many private 
sources of forecast information out there, NOAA is still 
the original source for a lot of climate/weather model-
ing and data. As scientists we prefer to go to the original 
source, and besides it’s taxpayer funded and free of adver-
tising.  

Below, we introduce and discuss a series of online re-
sources that we find most helpful. Many of these tools are 
map-based, allowing for a broader understanding of how 

Online weather tools for farmers
regional weather patterns affect specific locations. These 
graphical tools are also easy for busy farmers to take in at a 
glance. We combine these resources with our own knowl-
edge of local conditions to more accurately understand 
and predict on-farm weather, helping our farm make im-
portant planning decisions.

Climate Prediction Center (CPC)
www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
The Climate Prediction Center (CPC) website offers 

map-based outlooks for temperature and precipitation 
over a range of time scales from 6-10 days to 3 months. 
We find the 6-10 and 8-14 day outlooks (updated daily) 
to be the most useful and accurate of the CPC forecasts. 
These products display the model-based probability that 
temperatures or precipitation will be above or below nor-
mal during the chosen period. (The term “normal” is used 
by the NWS to mean the 30-year average of the parameter 
in question.) Clicking on the “Interactive Display” will al-
low you to explore what normal means for your location 
and season. 

We find the CPC very useful for general planning. 
During early May, for example, we’re intent on know-
ing when it’s safe to transplant cold- and frost-sensitive 
crops into our fields. This year, the 8-14 day outlook is-
sued May 4, 2016 (see figure) showed a 40-50% chance of 
below-normal temperatures during the period from May 
12-18. Knowing that we’ve had mid-May frosts before, we 

36 VARIETIES OF 
ITALIAN TOMATOES
From our selection of more 
than 400 vegetables, herbs, 

and flowers 

At left: Our customer 
John Sydor of Bainbridge 
Island, WA, sent this photo 
of his Supermarconi pole 
beans with the note “Up 
to 13 inches long and still 
tender.”

Request a catalog at 
www.growitalian.com or 
by phone 785-748-0959    

Grow Italian and taste 
the difference!

www.GrowItalian.com

Italian Chicory! 46 varieties
Radicchio, leaf chicory, forcing chicory, endive, escarole, dandelion

Free catalog. 785-748-0959

Seeds from Italy radicchio grown at Hayshaker Farm in Walla Walla, WA
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were conservative on transplanting. 
Sure enough, the morning of May 15 
brought a light frost to our fields. 

Using the CPC properly means 
understanding that these are prob-
abilities of departure from normal, 
not predictions of the magnitude of 
that departure. A high likelihood 
of above-normal temperatures does 
not necessarily imply a severe heat 
wave; it could mean just a little extra 
warmth. In our experience, though, 
strong CPC signals tend to relate to 
high-magnitude events, especially 
for temperature. In other words, if 
weather models two weeks out see a 
very high likelihood of colder tem-
peratures, it’s likely to be a significant 
cold spell.

CPC maps are most effective when 
combined with your own knowledge 
of local weather patterns. For exam-
ple, in our part of the Midwest, tem-
perature tends to be regionally similar 
while precipitation can be highly lo-
calized, particularly in summer. CPC 
may suggest above-normal rain for 
our region, only to have it arrive in a 
narrow band of strong thunderstorms 
that misses our farm, but the sugges-
tion of a regional heat wave or cold 
spell is reasonably reliable. 

Another useful CPC product is 
the US Hazards Outlook map, which 
presents 3-7 and 8-14 day outlooks for 
significant weather events at a nation-
al and regional scale, including high 
winds, heavy rains, severe weather, 
extreme heat, and more. This map 

provides an at-a-glance view of nota-
ble regional weather concerns and how 
they relate to your location. The map 
view is also helpful when forecasts are 
right about an event but wrong about 
its location; attentiveness to map-
based forecasts, as opposed to local 
forecast icons alone, can help prevent 
being caught completely off guard if a 
system’s geographic impact develops 
differently than initially forecast.

We find CPC especially indis-
pensable for anticipating spring and 
fall frosts, but it’s a valuable tool for 
making scheduling decisions year-
round. What tasks should be pri-
oritized over the next week or two? 
As we write this, the outlook for late 
October shows a high probability of 
above normal temperatures, so we’re 
leaving our warm-season crops in a bit 
longer and postponing garlic planting 

continued on the next page

until soil temperatures cool. Advance 
anticipation of an early spring warm 
spell might motivate some early prep-
aration (such as mulch removal) for 
opportunistic plantings. A warm, dry 
forecast in early summer might be en-
couragement to install/maintain our 
irrigation systems.

Quantitative Precipitation 
Forecast (QPF)

www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/qpf/
day1-7.shtml

Standard forecasts will mention 
upcoming chances for rainfall, but the 
amount and timing may not always 
be clearly conveyed. When planning 
for irrigation or harvest, it’s helpful to 
know the difference between inches 
and tenths of inches of expected pre-
cipitation. The NWS’s Quantitative 
Precipitation Forecast (QPF) fills this 
need by issuing nationwide maps of 
predicted rainfall amounts for the 
coming 7 days. The first three days 
can be viewed as daily totals or in six-
hour increments. The latter part of 
the 7-day outlook comes with greater 
uncertainty, and thus the forecasts 
apply to 48-hour time frames (days 
4-5 and days 6-7). 

The QPF helps guide our deci-
sions for everything from planning 
irrigation to preparing for torrential 
rain. When the 7-day cumulative 
map shows no forecast precipitation, 
we irrigate with enthusiasm. When 
the region’s forecast includes multi-
inch totals, we take appropriate ac-
tions such as covering compost piles 
to minimize leaching, mulching to 

Below lef t is a 1-3 day quantitative precipitation forecast for the US and southern 
Canada for Oc tober 4-7,  2016. Below right is the CPC 8-14 day temperature outlook 
from May 12-18, 2016, issued May 4 , which helped the authors anticipate a May 15 
frost on their farm (which is in the middle of the blue area on the map) .
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Online weather tools
continued from page 17
protect bare soil, and cleaning culverts. 

Between such extremes, there’s a lot of middle ground 
and potential for uncertainty. For example, in the image 
shown, the QPF for October 4-7 2016 shows a forecast 
of heavy rain over northwestern Missouri, but a sharply 
declining rainfall gradient to the southeast. Our central 
Missouri farm falls right in that gradient. In this case, 
the system behaved as forecast, and we received just over 
an inch as most of the rain passed northwest of us. That 
gradient may also be a warning that if the storm behaves 
differently than expected, a wide range of outcomes are 
possible. For all its usefulness, the QPF paints precipita-
tion forecasts with a broad brush. Geographic distribution 
of actual rainfall can be very uneven, especially when de-
livered by thunderstorms, and the QPF can’t provide that 
level of forecast detail.

Probabilistic Quantitative Precipitation 
Forecast (PQPF)

www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/pqpf/conus_hpc_pqpf.php
To better understand the possible range of precipita-

tion outcomes, not just the single most likely precipita-
tion total, we turn to the Probabilistic Quantitative Pre-
cipitation Forecast (PQPF). In contrast to the QPF, which 
forecasts a specific amount of rain, the PQPF will answer 
questions such as the following: How likely is it that we’ll 
get at least 0.1” in 6 hours? How likely is it that we’ll get at 
least 1” in 24 hours? And so on. The PQPF does a good 
job of capturing the uncertainty of precipitation forecasts 

over space and time. 
This dynamic product is hard to illustrate on paper, but 

it starts with a map that allows you to set parameters such 
as minimum expected amount of rainfall (selected from 
a menu on the right-hand side) over a given time frame 
(choice of 6 or 24 hours). The map displays the probability 
of receiving at least the specified amount of precipitation. 
Mousing over the upper navigation bar of time periods 
produces an animation of estimated regional weather pat-
terns that can be extremely addictive. Using this tool can 
really help you understand how a weather system is ex-
pected to evolve for the next few days, and how it might 
affect your specific location. 

The PQPF informs our farm planning in numerous 
ways. Do we need to make special preparations for torren-
tial rains? Do we need to scramble to do all equipment-
based work before the ground turns soggy, or are we high-
ly unlikely to receive more than a quarter-inch today? If 
we hoe weeds this morning, will they wilt and die or be 
rained on and revive? Should we alter our harvest plans if 
there’s a high probability of even a little rain in a particular 
time frame, so that we can pick crops when the leaves are 
dry in the interest of minimizing disease spread? 

A potential source of confusion when using the PQPF 
is its presentation of times in Coordinated Universal Time 
(UTC); for example, 18Z is 12 noon, Central Standard 
Time. For North American users, the site’s four forecast 
periods generally represent morning (end time 18Z), after-
noon (00Z), evening (06Z), and overnight (12Z). For a con-
venient conversion table to get the specifics for each time 
zone, see: http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/READYtime.php. 

Nature’s Circle Farm 
Certif ied Organic 

Maine Potato Seed
Selling directly from our farm 
to yours. We have more than 
10 varieties of cer tif ied seed 
potatoes and can ship anywhere 
in the U.S. Minimum 1000 # 
order. Please contact Meg at 
Nature’s Circle Farm, (207) 592-
1476 or megscott1@live.com.
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Greenhouses & supplies    Fertilizers

Drip irrigation  Vegetable, herb & flower seeds

MORGAN COUNTY SEEDS
Top quality seeds at an affordable price
18761 Kelsay Rd., Barnett, MO 65011

Phone 573-378-2655   Fax 573-378-5401
www.morgancountyseeds.com

Free catalog
Norman & Vera Kilmer, owners

Advanced Hydrologic Pre-
diction Service (AHPS)

http://water.weather.gov/precip/
The Advanced Hydrologic Pre-

diction Service (AHPS) provides 
flood forecasts along rivers, and to 
provide that service, forecasters need 
to know how much rain fell across 
the landscape (among other things). 
Thus, the AHPS site also provides 
maps of past precipitation based on 
radar-indicated precipitation and 
known gage measurements. These 
data sets are presented in a variety of 
useful formats, including observed 
rainfall, normal rainfall, departure 
from normal, and percent of normal. 
The data can be displayed over a va-
riety of time frames, from annual to 
daily, with archives going back over 
a decade. While this is not a forecast 
tool, we find it useful and interesting 
to understand how the season’s pre-
cipitation fits in the context of normal. 

The map patterns also show how 
precipitation varies across the land-
scape. For example, on the associated 
map, note the one wet spot in north-
ern New Hampshire, or the gradient 
from wet to dry across the southern 
Kansas-Missouri border. These un-
even rainfall patterns are part of the 

reason that precipitation forecasts 
pose a challenge to forecasters and 
farmers. 

Other AHPS features that could 
be relevant to farms include the Riv-
er Observations and River Forecast 
tabs. These provide data and fore-
casts on river levels at stream-gauge 
locations throughout the US, includ-
ing descriptions of the expected flood 
impacts at various stages. Farms that 
are subject to flooding, or farmers that 
need to travel through floodable areas 
to sell or deliver produce, may benefit 
directly from this information.

This is the first of a two-part arti-
cle. Read more about the online tools 
available to farmers in the January 
Growing for Market.

All images in this article were gen-
erated from the online weather servic-
es they are describing. Because they 
are a government service, the images 
are in the public domain.

Eric and Joanna Reuter have been 
integrating food and farming into the 
ecosystem at Chert Hollow Farm in 
central Missouri since 2007. Visit 
their website at cherthollowfarm.com.

Above is the AHPS map of precipitation depar ture from normal for the nor theastern US, Januar y 1 through Oc tober 6, 2016. Note 
the ex treme droughts in New England and southern Appalachia. All  images cour tesy of Eric and Joanna Reuter.  Images taken 
from the U.S. government weather sites are in the public domain.
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•  Sustainable and organic production,  
in fields and in high tunnels

•  Grazing and holistic livestock 
management

•  Direct and cooperative marketing
•  Permaculture

•  Vegetable and flower production
•  Local food systems
•  Farm and food policy
•   Enterprise and business management
•  Farm to cafeteria and food hubs
•  Student farms

Learn and network with the most innovative farmers and advocates  
in the South, while participating in cutting-edge lessons:

Conference  
program online  

October 15th: 
www.ssawg.org 

Call 404-797-0496  
to request a 

brochure. 

The place for this cookbook 
is on your market stand

Here’s The Farmers Market Cookbook , 
and my old copy of the previous version, 
slightly spat tered with post-its marking 
my favorites. The Farmers Market Cook-
book  is available for $29.95 from grow-
ing formarket .com or call  800 -307-8949.

Reviewed by Andrew Mefferd

To a brand new CSA or farmers 
market customer, the variety of pro-
duce can be overwhelming. Many 
people are not used to cooking with 
the range of seasonal ingredients that 
are available. Which is why I love The 
Farmers Market Cookbook. It reads 
like a user’s manual for a CSA or 
farmers market. 

The book is filled with simple and 
delicious seasonally appropriate reci-
pes using ingredients that are prob-
ably already grouped on your farm 
stand or CSA box. With sections on 
eating seasonally, storing produce 
and produce descriptions, it tells cus-
tomers what they need to know to get 
the most out of your produce.

The other reason I love this book is 
because I love to cook. A good part of 
my enjoyment of the produce we grow 
is in the cooking and eating of it. And 

the recipes here are excellent, show-
casing fresh vegetables and herbs at 
their finest. You can tell that authors 
Julia Shanks and Brett Grohsgal, 
both chefs, have spent a lot of time in 
the kitchen as well as the field.

The Farmers Market Cookbook is 
an update on a previous book the au-
thors produced called The Farmer’s 
Kitchen, which I have had and en-
joyed for years. I was excited to hear 
that there was a new version that has 
been updated and expanded. It’s also 
why this book seems so familiar even 
though it’s brand new.

I’ve always been amazed at how 
well it works to give recipes away at a 
farmers market. Whenever we have a 
glut of something, we make up recipe 
cards featuring whatever is in excess 
and reliably sell more of the item that 
we would without recipes. Recipes are 
in the public domain once printed, so 
the authors encourage you to use and 

share their recipes “most freely.” All 
they ask is that you credit the source 
when they are copied. Test drive the 
recipes in The Farmers Market Cook-
book in your own kitchen this winter, 
then put your favorites on your stand 
in 2017. 
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MCS TUFF HIGH TUNNELS & GREENHOUSES

Looking for a higher-quality-built high tunnel or greenhouse? Tired of being 
offered wimpy tunnels or greenhouses promoted by others? Then look no 
further. Here are the ones you have been waiting for. Bows made of 2 3/8” 
diameter, 14-gauge and sidewall posts of 2 3/8” diameter 13-gauge galvanized 
steel. Standard with kits include roof and sidewall bracing. Gothic style with 
straight sidewalls of 5’, 6’, or 8’ height. Width of 20’, 22’, 24’, 30’, or 34’. Single 
or gutter connected tunnels and greenhouses. High tunnels offered with 
either drop curtains or rollup sides. With ridge vents or without ridge vents. 
Each kit comes with an easy to understand instruction manual, with help just 
a phone call away. Many have been sold to customers with NRCS grants. 
Order yours today.

MORGAN COUNTY SEEDS LLC
18761 Kelsay Rd., Barnett, MO 65011

Phone 573-378-2655
www.morgancountyseeds.com

By Pam Dawling

Phenology is the study of recurring 
plant and animal life cycle changes in 
relation to the weather. Some chang-
es are temperature-dependent, not 
calendar-dependent. The opening of 
some buds and the emergence of some 
insects from the ground are related 
to the accumulated warmth of that 
season. It isn't just superstition that 
some events occur simultaneously 
every year, but on dates that change 
from year to year. It is the result of 
two events being triggered by the ac-
cumulating warmth having reached 
a certain threshold. It's about what is 
happening, not a premonition of what 
will happen based on the width of 
woolly bear caterpillar stripes!

By noticing when the lilac reaches 
full bloom, you know when it's warm 
enough to sow beans and squash. 
This skill can be a useful tool for veg-
etable growers to increase resilience 
in the face of a variable climate. The 
old almanacs are of less use now as the 
long-term weather changes. Grow-
ing Degree Days (GDD) are calcu-
lations based on average daily high 

Phenology for farm planning
and low temperatures, totaled over 
time. They are related to phenology 
although they rely on observations of 
a thermometer rather than of plants 
and animals. Both are useful tools 
for making decisions based on actual 
conditions where you are.

A good resource for further study 
is The Phenology Handbook, by Brian 
P. Haggerty and Susan J. Mazer.

Phenology network
The National Phenology Net-

work brings together "citizen scien-
tists, government agencies, non-profit 
groups, educators and students of all 
ages to monitor the impacts of cli-
mate change on plants and animals." 
Their Peer-Reviewed Results sec-
tion includes the delightfully named 
"Legacy Lilac Data". If you have any 
doubts about the validity of phenol-
ogy findings they will soon evaporate 
after looking at this website. Their 
“Nature's Notebook” section is "a na-
tional, online program where amateur 
and professional naturalists regularly 
record observations of plants and 
animals to generate long-term data 
sets used for scientific discovery and 

decision-making." Individuals can 
join as observers and record observa-
tions online, and also receive a regular 
newsletter. 

Planting signs
Each year I fill out a chart with 

our phenology records, adding a new 
column for each year's observations. 
We reckon it's warm enough to plant 
potatoes when the daffodils bloom. 
This date has varied from February 
17 (2012, everything was earlier that 
year) to March 21 over the past 15 
years. The start of shadbush flower-
ing is another sign for potato planting. 

We consider it warm enough to 
plant peas when we hear spring peep-
ers. The date for that has varied from 
February 23 to March 11. Flowering 
maple trees are another sign that it's 
warm enough to plant peas. We plant 
snap peas under row cover when the 
forsythia blooms. That has been 
March 10 to April 8. Snap peas are 
not as cold hardy as shelling peas, be-
cause of the higher sugar level in the 

continued on the next page
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Signifi cant discounts 
to growers who buy early.

Fall Prebuy Program 
September 21 – December 21, 2016 

vermontcompost.com 
802-223-6049 | Montpelier, Vermont

WE SPEAK ORGANIC

seeds, they are more likely to rot. If you don't have any 
forsythia, check for crabgrass seedlings – they germinate 
around the same time, when the soil at 4"/10cm deep sta-
bilizes at 55F/13C.

Bush beans, pole beans, squash and cucumbers can 
be planted when the apple blossom falls. The white oak 
leaves reaching the size of a squirrel's ear is our signal to 
sow sweet corn - from April 12 to April 29 (our average 
last frost is April 20-30). Other sweet corn indicators are 
blooming tulip poplars and germinating ragweed. Both 
require 200 GDD, on a base of 50F/10C, and their dates 
have been 4/17-5/10 and 4/16-4/26, but I'm a poor ob-
server of ragweed seedlings! When iris blooms fade (soil 
temperature of 65F/18C), conditions are right for sowing 
peanuts and lima beans. 

Steve Albert's website Harvest to Table has good phe-
nology information for beginners, including a table of 
20 crops and their phenological signs for planting. One 
I didn't know is to transplant tomatoes, eggplant and 
peppers when daylilies start to bloom and the flowering 
dogwood is in peak bloom. About the dominance of lilac 
in planting phenology, Steve Albert says: "Lilacs bloom 
first in the west and south and then in the east and north. 
Naturalists have observed that most phenological events 
on a large scale progress from west to east and south to 
north. This progression is known as "Hopkin’s Rule” . . . 
which states that phenological events are delayed by four 
days per degree of north latitude and 1.25 days per degree 
of east longitude. But there are exceptions; in particular, 
altitude and topography will impact the progression of 
natural events." In other words, believe what you see, not 
the calendar.

Phenological signs for succession planting
There are two phenological ways to get information to 

help with deciding when to make sowings of various crops 
after the first one in the spring. One is by observing other 
types of plants; the other is observing previous sowings of 
the same crop.

A standard recommendation for when to sow fall cab-
bages and broccoli is when catalpas and mock oranges 
bloom. In the fall, I watch for new seedlings of purple 
dead-nettle, chickweed and henbit to tell me the soil has 
cooled enough to sow spinach with a hope of germination. 
The dead-nettle and henbit germinate at very close to the 
same date – and look very similar! Our dates are 8/4-9/1. 
The chickweed is generally a week or so later. I wrote a 
blog post about these three with seedling photos. Just put 
"henbit" in the search box at sustainablemarketfarming.
com. 

Some crops have their own inbuilt bio-indicator for 
when it's time to make the next sowing. With outdoor 
sown lettuce, as soon as one sowing is visible, sow the next. 
This naturally leads to the planting interval between one 
sowing and the next shortening during the season, from 
every two weeks in February to every two days in Septem-
ber. Our simplified instructions for a continuous and even 
supply of full-sized head or leaf lettuce are to sow twice in 
January, twice in February, every 10 days in March, every 
nine days in April, every eight days in May, every six or 
seven days in June and July, every five days in early Au-

Phenology
continued from page 21

gust moving to every three days in late August, and every 
other day until Sept 21. After that we ease back to every 
three days until the end of September. The starting and 
finishing dates might be different in your climate, as well 
as the speed of the progression. So watch the germination, 
and let that be your guide. 

Sow another planting of sweet corn when the previ-
ous one is 1”–2" tall. For us, the intervals between our six 
plantings are 23, 18, 18, 13 and 9 days. Slow germination 
and growth at the beginning of the season, a plateau and a 
dash to the finish.

Sow more beans when the young plants start to 
straighten up from their hooked stage. We now sow beans 
six times, at intervals are 28, 28, 22, 20 and 15 days. This 
isn't sowing as soon as the previous plants straighten up 
their loops. We buy the Pediobius foveolatus parasitic 
wasp and get rid of our Mexican bean beetles that way, so 
our plants stay healthier than they used to, and we harvest 
them for much longer than we used to (three weeks rather 
than two).

There are some good GDD models for planning suc-
cession plantings of sweet corn. There is one from the 
University of Connecticut, one from the Crookham Com-
pany for the seed varieties they sell, and in the UC Davis 
collection of degree-day (DD) models.

Signs for predicting ripeness/maturity
There are ways to use GDD to predict ripening, and 

logic says that warmer seasons will provide earlier ripen-
ing of wild fruits and dying of flowers, but I do not know 
of any plant or animal indicators that can predict crop ma-
turity directly. 
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BLUE RIBBON PLASTIC MULCH LAYER 
MODEL # BR400 

This layer comes with many options; like rolling dirt shields, side chisels and center fillers. 
Layer makes a 5” high bed in either 20” or 30” width depending upon if you use 3’ or 4’ 
plastic mulch. Bed shaper is lined with non-stick poly liner so less horse power is required. 
Powder coat paint finish. This machine was demonstrated locally with great reviews from 
customers. 
In a single trip, make raised bed, lay drip line and cover with plastic mulch! 
          Horse power requirements; 20 hp 4 wheel drive or 30 2 wheel drive. 
 

$2,300.00 with drip attachment 
Distributed & sold by; MORGAN COUNTY SEEDS LLC 
                                  18761 Kelsay Rd 
                                  Barnett, MO 65011 
                                  Phone # 573-378-2655 
 
Dealerships available. 

From the uspest.org list of online 
GDD models, we can see the relative 
ripening times to first harvest of four 
varieties of broccoli: Green Magic 
broccoli 2103 DDs after transplant; 
Emerald Pride broccoli 2151 DDs af-
ter transplant; Arcadia broccoli 2281 
DDs after transplant; Imperial broc-
coli 2383 DDs after transplant. This 
kind of information can be useful in 
crop planning for a continuous sup-
ply of broccoli, or for as long a harvest 
period as possible.

Oregon State University has good 
GDD information on Using Heat 
Units to Schedule Vegetable Plant-
ings, Predict Harvest Dates and 
Manage Crops in their Small Farms 
Program. Also see Montana State 
University Using Growing Degree 
Days to Predict Plant Stages

For orchardists, there are efforts to 
create models predicting fruit matu-
rity based on the date once the chill-
ing requirement has been met, but 
it is complex because cultivars vary, 
and each may need its own model.

Signs for pest prediction
Knowing when to expect insect 

pest outbreaks helps sustainable 
growers avoid pest problems by pro-
tecting crops in time, or the infor-
mation can alert us to monitor more 
carefully. Integrated pest manage-
ment (IPM) is a least-toxic approach 
to managing pests by scouting for 
them and only taking action if the 
numbers exceed a pre-determined 
action threshold.

I'm not so good at using phenol-
ogy for pest prediction. I've read that 
Mexican bean beetle eggs hatch when 
the foxgloves bloom. I tried tracking 
each of these events. I've see new lar-
vae between 6/4 and 6/20, and fox-
glove flowers opening between 6/6 
and 6/11, but I don't have enough ob-
servations to prove anything. 

Steve Albert says that cabbage root 
maggots are active when wild arugula 
blooms, and Japanese beetles arrive 
when morning glory vines begin to 
climb. Gypsy moth eggs hatch when 
the shadbush flowers. Grasshopper 
eggs hatch when lilacs bloom; east-
ern tent caterpillar eggs hatch when 
the buds of wild plums and crabap-
ples open; squash vine borer activ-
ity peaks when chicory flowers (they 
are most active for about two weeks). 
Redbud flowers are an indicator for 
the appearance of flea beetles, but I 
don't know if it's all types of flea bee-

tles, or the brassica ones (which seems 
most likely).

Increasingly, there are GDD mod-
els for pest outbreaks, such as from 
the uspest.org list of GDD models, 
this table for the brown marmorated 
stink bug life cycle:

85 DDs after Jan 1: 1st adults be-
gin reproductive maturation
360 DDs after Jan 1: 1st active 
spring adults
566 DDs after Jan 1: 1st egg laying
700 DDs after Jan 1: 1st nymphs
1608 DDs after Jan 1: 1st adults 
summer generation
1734 DDs after Jan 1: peak 3rd in-
star nymphs (mid-season hosts)
2022 DDs after Jan 1: 1st egg hatch 
2nd generation (S. states only)
2092 DDs after Jan 1: final peak 
summer generation nymphs
2213 DDs after Jan 1: peak sum-
mer generation adults
2905 DDs after Jan 1: 1st 2nd gen-
eration adults (S. states only)

Tracking climate change
There have been people tracking 

phenological observations for cen-
turies, including Thomas Jefferson, 
Aldo Leopold and Henry David 
Thoreau in the US. The Central Eng-
land Temperature Record, from 1659 
to the present, was compiled by Gor-
don Manley in 1953. The old records 
are being consulted to better under-
stand how the weather and other en-
vironmental conditions have changed 
since those records were made, and 
to predict future trends. The website 
Real Climate: Climate Science from 
Climate Scientists makes interesting 
reading. 

Project Budburst is a national net-
work of citizen scientists monitoring 
plants as the seasons change. Indi-
viduals create an account, learn a bit 
about how to make observations (as 
needed), then choose particular plants 

continued on the next page
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classified 
advertising

Equipment

1 & 2-ROW POTATO PLANTERS. 1-ROW 
POTATO AND SWEET POTATO DIGGERS. 
Parts for most small diggers. SEED CUTTERS.  
WATER CAGE Plant Protectors 1-888-522-
1554; www.ussmallfarm.com.

EASY DIGGING provides high quality wheel 
hoes, seeders, broadforks, grub hoes, grape 
hoes, and more. We ship nationwide. Visit us 
at EasyDigging.com or call 573-256-1858

Farming jobs

145-ACRE DIVERSIFIED FARM in midcoast 
Maine seeking partner to assist in management 
and day-to-day operations of vegetables, 
beef, pork, and apple orchard. Compensation 
includes 1500 SQFT home and potential 
for  profit  sharing.  Prefer  individual  or  small 
family with on-farm experience in northern 
New England. For more information please 
email morrillcenturyfarm@gmail.com or visit 
Maine Farmlink ID# 3088

Farms for sale

VEGETABLE FARM FOR SALE in West 
Michigan. $200,000 annual sales, 3 farmers 
markets, 180 CSA members, garlic seed 
business. 2 farm sites, can split. 7 acres of 
muck soil with packhouse, greenhouses, 
tractors, delivery trucks & equipment for 
$195,000. 10 acres of sandy loam with tractor 
& implements, greenhouse and pickup truck 
for $95,000. www.groundswellfarm.org/farm-
for-sale/ 616-885-7776

MARKET/FLOWER FARM FOR SALE. 6.5 
acres, 6 hoophouses, 2 wells. U.S. highway 
frontage,  on  farm  sales,  mature  flowering 
shrubs, mature perennials. 4 bedroom house, 
outbuildings. www.billsweet.com

Classified ads are 50 cents per word for 
subscribers, $1 per word for non-subscrib-
ers. Deadline is the first of the month for 
the following month’s issue. Email admin@
growingformarket.com or phone 800-307-
8949. 

Seeds and bulbs

PLANT NOW ENCHANTING SWEET PEAS for 
gorgeous, fragrant long-stemmed FLOWERS. 
Many individual colors. Buy seeds online 
enchantingsweetpeas.com (800) 371-0233
Best Growing Tip - Plant early, Fall/Winter

GARLIC SEED- CERTIFIED ORGANIC, 
graded to size, Music hardneck. Order now 
it will soon be gone at $8/pound. Country 
Gardens, Homer, Michigan, 517-568-4103. 
Best time to call is 8-8:30 am.

CERTIFIED ORGANIC GARLIC SEED, 
German White + Chesnok. Oat seed cleaned 
and bagged. Contact Dan 717-304-9386.

CERTIFIED ORGANIC German White garlic 
seed. Large bulbs and cloves, disease free, 
grown in nutrient rich soil. Order early to 
ensure your shipment. Small and bulk orders. 
Andy’s Specialty Garlic & Produce 585-739-
7888; andysgarlicandproduce.com.

Supplies and services

FARMER’S MARKET SPECIAL Organic 
cotton t-shirts with your logo — $9.50 each/24 
pc. minimum.  Wholesale blank shirts also 
available. 100% Made in USA from organic 
cotton grown on our farm. www.sosfromtexas.
com email go@sosfromtexas.com   806-256-
2033. 

to observe, and fill out reports. This 
can become a school project too, and 
Project Budburst offers educational 
materials for various age groups.

Growing Degree Days
I won't go into how to calculate 

GDDs in this article. For more in-
formation about using GDDs, read 
the explanation in Lynn Byczynski's 
Market Farm Success (available from 
growingformarket.com) or that on 
Wikipedia (I wouldn't routinely of-
fer Wikipedia as a source, but that 
writer did a good job). For Michi-
gan, see also enviroweather.msu.
edu. There is a free smartphone app 
at farmprogress.com and by now, 
perhaps elsewhere too. Some of the 
weather forecast websites offer GDD 
calculators for nearby weather sta-
tions – not as accurate as recordings 
on your farm, but close. Weather.com 
has one, as does Wunderground.com. 
I found a general search for "Growing 
degree days calculator" quicker than 
searching their sites – maybe October 
is a poor time of year to look!

Limitations of phenology
Phenological models, especially in 

dry areas, can be thrown off by lim-

ited moisture. If there is insufficient 
seedbed moisture, germination pro-
cesses will be delayed. Emergence 
will occur later because seeds require 
more time to take up enough water 
to begin the germination process. 
In response to drought stress, some 
crops actually increase their rate of 
growth. The most probable reason is 
that temperatures in the crop canopy 
rise more than they would normally, 
because water transpiration (which 
would cool the plant) is reduced. This 
increased temperature can go unno-
ticed by thermometers above the crop 
canopy. Some plants bolt sooner un-
der drought conditions, and if, for ex-
ample, you are watching for blooming 

of a wildflower in a dusty roadside, it 
may not accurately reflect what to ex-
pect in an irrigated crop.

Pam Dawling grows vegetables at 
Twin Oaks Community in central Vir-
ginia. Her book, Sustainable Market 
Farming is widely available, includ-
ing by mail from Sustainable Market 
Farming, 138 Twin Oaks Road, 
Louisa, Virginia, 23093. Enclose 
a check (payable to Twin Oaks) for 
$40.45 including shipping. Pam's blog 
is on her website sustainablemarket-
farming.com, and on facebook.com/
SustainableMarketFarming.

Phenology
continued from page 23

Bloom times of common species such 
as daf fodils and morning glories can 
be used to predic t many events on the 
farm. Top photo by Twin Oaks Ornamen-
tals,  bot tom photo by Raddysh Acorn.
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continued on the next page

Favorite perennials 
for flower growers
By Jane Tanner

When Erin Benzakein and her family started grow-
ing flowers commercially eight years ago at Floret Flower 
Farm in Washington State’s Skagit Valley, perennials were 
an important part of the mix. After weed pressure and 
voles wreaked havoc on the perennials, they switched to 
annuals only. “We were focusing on high volume and an-
nuals,” Benzakein said recently. 

Fast forward to today where the emphasis at Floret is on 
design work, which has garnered prestigious awards, acco-
lades, and workshops fully subscribed as soon as registra-
tion opens. Benzakein said the prominence of design work 
brought Floret back to perennials and woodies because of 
the rich pallet of flowers, foliages, textures and unique el-
ements these long-producing plants offer. Recently, they 
planted an eighth of an acre in perennials within the two 
acres in cultivation.

Horticulturists and some farms make clear distinctions 
between trees and shrubs (woodies) and the herbaceous 
perennials that die back in the fall and reemerge in the 
spring. Farms and nurseries that specialize certainly make 
those divisions, but small-scale flower farmers who grow 
them along with a mix of annuals may not draw a hard line 
between them.

“The perennials and woodies are all planted in areas 
and systems that make them easy to maintain from year to 
year with the understanding that they won’t be moving,” 
said Jennie Love, owner of Love ’n Fresh Flowers, an ur-
ban flower farm and design studio in Philadelphia.

The differences between annual flowers and floral ele-
ments versus perennials (both woody and herbaceous) are 
more clear-cut, and there are significant trade-offs each 
farm has to weigh. To begin with, perennials require dedi-
cated space for many years. How much good soil is a farm 
willing to devote to a crop that may take years to produce? 
“That is useable ground I have to let go, that is hard for 
me,” said Benzakein. 

At Perry-winkle Farm in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 
where four cultivated acres are spilt between vegetables 
and flowers, the approach doesn’t allow for permanent 
beds. “We have an intense five-year rotation and peren-
nials wouldn’t fit in,” says Cathy Jones of Perry-winkle. 
“Everything gets turned in and moved.” 

For Benzakein, permanent beds offer welcome relief 
from what she calls “turning and burning” of the annual 
beds. “I would say once established, [perennials] are pret-
ty low maintenance compared to our annual production. 

Above lef t ,  an arrangement by Jennie Love, owner of Love ‘n Fresh Flowers, incorporating mountain mint and nor thern sea oats. 
Above right, Jennie in her greenhouse.
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It’s nice to not have to flip the entire 
field.”

The degree of maintenance de-
pends on plant selections. There’s 
no escaping some labor in watering, 
mulching, pruning, dividing and 
weeding.

At Floret, where choking weeds 
drove them away from perennials, 
now they mulch heavily with wood 
chips and are more alert and regular 
about weeding. As for the vole nests 
they break up with regular tilling, 
Benzakein says the voles were nesting 
in the paths under landscape fabric. 
With a new practice of pulling up the 
fabric each fall and replacing it each 
spring, they expect to be free of the 
rodents.

At Love ’n Fresh, they plant pe-
rennials in black woven plastic for 
long-term weed control. The annuals 
that are rotated every year are planted 
into one-season use plastic for weed 
control. 

Advantages of perennials include 
good moisture retention that results 
from not tilling and the robust roots 
in established perennials. With less 
need for watering, perennials can be 
a good choice for drought prone areas. 
In fact, some perennials can flourish 
in poor soils that wouldn’t support 
annuals, said John Dole, Interim As-
sociate Dean and Director of Aca-
demic Programs in the College of Ag-
riculture and Life Sciences at North 
Carolina State University. “I would 
say any of the low maintenance pe-
rennials such as baptisia, convallaria 
(can tolerate some shade), eucomis 
(Pineapple Lily), hellebores (shade), 
and some penstemons.”

While perennials can reduce labor 
costs over time, start-up costs gener-
ally are considerably higher than for 

annuals. Perennials produce for many 
years, but not right away like annuals. 
“It can take up to five years to begin 
really harvesting from some perenni-
al and woody crops,” Love says. “The 
return on investment is slow.”

New farmers may not be able to 
wait. “When we started we were cash 
strapped and perennials were more 
expensive,” Jones said. For Perry-
winkle, which has a deeply loyal fol-
lowing at regional farmers markets, 
reliable and abundant annuals that 
can be arranged into bouquets for the 
markets are what works best.

On the other hand, at Floret and 
Love ’n Fresh, known for high-end 
design work and workshops, they 
perpetually seek out unique textures, 
colors and shapes. “The good stuff 
you can’t grow from seeds,” Ben-
zakein says. Perennial plugs can be 
expensive in general and specialty 
choices can ratchet the cost up. Ben-
zakein pays extra for certain patented 
heuchera cultivars.

She also prefers larger bare root 
plants to smaller liners. Obviously, 
larger transplants cost more. In other 
cases, where only smaller liners are 
available, she puts them in one-gallon 
pots for a year before planting them in 
the fall. “I’ve done it the other way,” 
she says, “trying to find two-inch hy-
drangeas swallowed in weeds.” Pot-
ting them up has additional labor and 
input costs and, of course, takes up 
space that might be used for some-
thing else. 

While the bloom period can be 
shorter for many perennials, flower 
farmers are harvesting more than 
the blooms. Benzakein recommends 
flower growers select perennials that 
produce great foliages. “Our mixed 
bouquets are 60 percent foliage and 
filler,” she said.

Ninebark (Physocarpus opuli-
folius), the most productive woody 

at Floret, offers a good example of 
harvesting at many stages. Starting 
with a large bare root plant, they can 
harvest a little the second year and in 
abundance the third year with flowers 
produced on the previous year’s wood. 
First, they harvest flowers, and after 
the flowers shed, they use the beauti-
ful seedpods. After that, they harvest 
straight foliage that can last 14 days 
in the vase. With flowers, seedpods 
and foliage, they harvest from May 
through October. 

Sometimes permanent perennial 
beds are part of an overall plan to 
manage elements of the landscape. 
Floret sits in a flat, open valley that 
had been heavily logged. They cre-
ated eight rows of woodies, each 150 
feet long and 15 feet wide, that run 
along the farm’s boundaries to filter 
and break the wind. They protect 
the greenhouses in the windy valley. 
There’s also an environmental moti-
vation: wildlife habitat. The perenni-
al borders are stopover sites for song-
birds. One of the rows is exclusively 
native plants. “It’s for pollinators and 
for critters to hide and nest,” Benza-
kein said. They cut very little from 
the native row.

The topic of native plants is a 
good place to start looking at a sam-
pling of specific perennial flowers, 
foliages and other elements that Love 
and Benzakein favor. Of course, each 
farmer has to consider his or her hor-
ticultural zone, soils and markets.

On her website, Love lists “Five 
Native Perennial Cuts I Could Never 
Do Without” (http://tinyurl.com/
hlwlbun). Here is a short description. 

Mountain Mint (Pycnanthemum 
muticum) is native throughout the 
East, as far west as Texas and Illinois 
(excluding Indiana) and up the East 
coast from Georgia to Maine. [The 
source of native plant ranges is the 
USDA Natural Resources Conserva-
tion Service.] Its sturdy stems — once 
hydrated — hold up out of water. In 
the Philly area, Love harvests flushes 
of stems in late June and early Sep-
tember. While it spreads rapidly, it’s 
more contained on her farm because 
heavy cuts reduce its energy. Hon-
eybees and other pollinators love the 
tiny flowers.

Northern sea oats (Chasmanthi-
um latifolium) is native throughout 
the eastern United States and reaches 
into New Mexico and Arizona. “The 
nodding heads add beautiful move-
ment to mixed bouquets and center-
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pieces,” Love wrote. She favors using it green, but also 
dries some. To keep it from spreading too aggressively, she 
plants it in shade and mows it down.

False Blue/Wild Indigo (Baptisia australis) is native 
throughout the eastern half of the country with the excep-
tion of Louisiana, Mississippi and Florida. Love says it’s 
one of the hardest working plants on her farm. In spring, 
she uses the yellow or purple flower spikes, in June the 
green seed pods for wedding work, and the foliage the 
rest of the year. The three-year wait for the first harvest is 
worth it, she says.

Joe Pye Weed (Eupatorium dubium) is drought toler-
ant and native along a band of the East coast and Mid-At-
lantic from South Carolina to Maine and into Nova Sco-
tia. Love uses the delicate umbel of creamy pink flowers in 
bud stage in late summer and autumn for mixed bouquets 
and design. For a rustic, wildflower look she waits until it’s 
fully open.

Heuchera villosa ‘Autumn Bride’ is native to rocky 
wooded slopes in Virginia, Georgia and Tennessee. This 
cultivar, larger than most with six-inch stems and wide 
leaves, is key for Love ’n Fresh in late spring and early 
summer when good foliage is in short supply. The fall’s 
tall white flower spikes are used in mixed bouquets and 
wedding work.

In the Pacific Northwest at Floret, heuchera is harvest-
ed from early May through the summer. “The leaves come 
back in shocking amounts,” Benzakein said. It’s good for 
shorter arrangements, covering the vase lips of centerpiec-
es, and the leaves are leathery enough for boutonnieres. 
Among her favorite cultivars is Heuchera micrantha “Pal-
ace Purple” with its cranberry and maroon leaves. 

Among the favorite ninebarks at Floret: “Diabolo,” 
with dark purple leaves, white flowers, red seed pods; and, 
“Coppertina,” purple-leafed with pinkish white button 
shaped flowers. Benzakein said florists love the novelty 
colors. 

They also love the mints at Floret where there’s 150 feet 
of Apple Mint (Mentha suaveolens “Ehrh”). It’s the first 
foliage, harvested by Mother’s Day. “It smells wonderful,” 
Benzakein said. It is tall with “a beautiful sagey green.” 
Floret grows 50 feet of Pineapple mint (Mentha suaveo-
lens “Variegata”), which is shorter and comes on a little 
later. The green and white variegation is popular for wed-
ding work. “Fifty percent of the orders from florists are 
going to be white,” Benzakein said.

Each year, the Association of Specialty Cut Flower 
Growers holds trials and selects winners among annuals, 
perennials and bulbs. The following link offers winners 
back to 2000- http://tinyurl.com/jkcjxlx. 

Dole, who with his colleagues at NC State conducts 
trials, offers a few of his favorite woodies and perennials. 
Among the hydrangeas, he especially likes the Hydrangea 
paniculata cultivars, valued for their vigor and range from 
zones 3 to 8. They produce large pyramidal clusters of 
white flowers that can be preserved and dry well. The Hy-
drangea arborescens cultivars are also valuable. Michael 
Dirr calls ‘Annabelle’ “…unabashedly the queen of the 
Hydrangea arborescens bash.” Flowering on new growth 
it’s a workhorse for cut flower growers. Dole also likes the 
ninebarks, Bleeding heart (Dicentra), variegated Solomon 
Seal, Monarda ‘Raspberry Wine,’ and Lily of the Valley.
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This is the first in an occasional series of articles talking with 
growers about their favorite perennials. 

Resources
Woody Cut Stems for Growers and Florists, by Lane Greer and 

John M. Dole, Timber Press.

Specialty Cut Flowers, by Allan M. Armitage and Judy M. 
Laushman, Timber Press. (available from growingformarket.com)

Jane Tanner grew cut flowers and specialty crops at Windcrest Farm 
and Commonwealth Farms in North Carolina, and helped manage 
the biodynamic gardens at Spikenard Farm in Virginia.

Below lef t ,  Erin Benzakein working with ninebark . 
Photo by Chris Benzakein. Erin’s new book, Floret 
Farm’s Cut Flower Garden : Grow, Har vest and Arrange 
Stunning Seasonal Blooms  is available for preorder 
from growing formarket .com or call  800 -307-8949.


